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Abstract 
Seven Pleasures of Pris (2019) was an album project created by two 

performing robots embedded with a substrate AI architecture fed by the 

embodied music dataset discussed in Vear 2018. The two robots were 

programmed to respond to the other's sound and to contribute to the ongoing 

improvisation live and in realtime. Each robot was controlled by its own AI and 

created music without any human intervention. Key to the implementation of 

the AI was the design and development of an affect module, a system of rules, 

together with a non-hierarchical design in the substrate AI. The results of this 

experiment found that the robots were listening to each other and co-creating, 

and crucially doing something inside musicking that was beyond mimicry or 

symbolic behavioural response. 

 

 

Embodied Robots for Music 
This improvising robot duet is part of a larger research programme entitled Embodied Robots 

for Music (ERM). The central research question with ERM is: If we want robots to join us inside 

the creative acts of music then how do we design and develop robot systems that prioritise 

the relationships that bind musicians inside the flow of music-making?  

The ERM project challenges common underlying assumptions in the design of music-

AI and music-robotics that if they make a sound that is perceived to be creative, then they are 



making music. Contrary to this the ERM research programme seeks to find ways that AI and 

robotics can be considered co-creative from inside the embodied acts of music-making, by 

joining in with musicians (human or machine), rather than exhibiting superficial attributes of 

music-making. 

 
Central Objective with Seven Pleasures of Pris  
The central objective of Seven Pleasures of Pris was to a) provide a proof-of-concept for the 

application of the embodied music dataset (Vear 2018), by putting two autonomous robots 

together in a musical duet; b) realising the central proposition of ERM with a working prototype 

released as code and an album of recorded works.   

 

Rules for Embodied Robotics 
Each robot was designed to obey the defined rules of EMR outlined in Poltronieri & 

Vear 2019 as: 

- The robot was not an extension of the musician; but should extend their creativity; 

- The robot should not be an obedient dog or responsive insect jumping at commands 

or impetus, but a playful other; 

- It should not operate as a simulation of play, but as a stimulation of the other’s 

creativity; 

- It is not a tool to enhance the human’s creativity, but a being with presence in the world 

that they believe to be co-creating with them, and 

- It should prioritise emergence, surprise, mischief, not expectation. 
 

Robot design 
Each robot was embedded with an identical substrate AI that obeyed the rules of EMR 

and processed data streams from several concurrent processes: 1) analysis data from the live 

music, 2) dataset records of previous live improvisations, 3) statistical correlations using multi-

layer perceptron neural-networks (MLPNN). These were then organised and controlled by an 

affect module that responds to the dynamics of the live improvisation and manipulates a gate 

system that recombines these streams into a final data flow. This data flow was then used to 

drive the wheels of the robot. A simple overview of the design is: 

 

3 independent data-streams à gate controlled by affect à single stream moving each wheel 

(live, memory, imagined)   (perception of the world) (embodied movement) 

 

Crucially, the wheel motion then triggered individual sounds from a library specific to 

each robot. Both libraries were sourced from a single source: independent tracks of the sax 



and percussion duo ev2’s album of improvised music “Mucky Blonde”. Robot A held a library 

of sound from the percussion tracks, with robot B’s library created from the sax tracks. It was 

important that these audio samples were themselves sourced from a real musicking 

environment, and even though they were atomised into micro-samples, they were still 

considered to be holding the DNA of that original improvisation and bringing that into the robots 

improvisation. Crucially, the sound producing module in each robot was a bolted on front-end 

interpreter whose sole purpose was to translate the wheel movement data into file selection. 

It is important to note that the interaction between robots begets movement as its 

primary goal for musicking, and that this movement is embedded with essence of embodied 

musicking (the dataset that fuels the AI and ML). Following this, the movement begets 

embodied sound (extracted from ev2’s recordings), which begets music such that all 

relationships between robotic musicians are informed by phenomenon data captured within 

the embodied flow of music-making: either from the dataset or through live interaction.  

The overarching algorithmic design of the substrate AI is discussed in detail in Vear 

2019 and embedded as notes and comments in the code which is available at 

https://github.com/craigvear/Seven_Pleasures_of_Pris . The AI was design was flat and non-

hierarchical, as such it is not a tier-down symbolic list of instructions for the robot to follow, but 

an eco-system of systems that are all communicating equally with the wheels through an affect 

module (discussed below). 

 

Machine Learning Design and Implementation 
A crucial aspect of this substrate AI design was the implementation of multi-layer 

perceptron neural networks (MLPNN). Four MLPNN’s were trained using the embodied music 

dataset (Vear 2018). The design of this dataset was: sequence id; limb id; x, y, z coordinates; 

FFT frequency; amplitude. The ML process used Ben Smith’s ml.mlp Max/MSP objects which 

have a proven track record in music-generation application (Smith 2012). One MLPNN was 

trained for each of the four body parts tracked during the dataset creation: head, body, left 

hand, right hand.  

The priority was to build a MLPNN that responded to the amplitude input from the live 

analysis and collated data streams, and output a predicted movement matrix (x, y, z) for each 

body part. These together with the x, y, z streams from generated queries from the raw 

dataset, were streamed en masse without hierarchy into the affect module. 

The MLPNN was developed using the following design: 1 = input stream (amplitude), 

3 = outputs (xyz), 8 = internal layer size, and 2 = internal layers. Each one was trained with 

10000 epochs and then saved as text files for installation in the robot AI.  

 

The affect module 



The affect module, containing triggering, routing and smoothing processes, are the 

three most important processes in this whole AI substrate. It is a pseudo affect process based 

on perceived internal responses to sonic impetus, either from the live sound or the memory 

reading through the raw dataset queries. Critically, they are the core of what I understand it is 

to do musicking: 

1. listening 

2. having my own train-of-thought 

3. being surprised and maybe doing something with that 

4. being surprising 

This was achieved by a combination of random ‘drunken walks’ and symbolic 

representations of affect. Figure 1 illustrates how the symbolic affect was derived: in the top 

left, one of the three streams of amplitude (live analysis, the raw dataset, drunken walk) are 

let through a gate determined by another random walk through time - representing trains of 

thought – in the bottom left. Depending on the amplitude of the chosen stream it will signal 

changes in the AI read, query and recall process along these degrees: 

1 - 0-50 - no response 

2 - 51-100 - medium loud ... a little jump in the data reading 

3 - 101+ complete change of train-of-thought 

 

 
Figure 1. behaviour of the AI determined by pseudo affectual responses to the amplitude of 

incoming sound analysis. 

 



Results 
In practice and distributed as an album https://patabots.bandcamp.com/album/seven-

pleasures-of-pris the robots appear to be adhering the core rules of embodied robotics (listed 

above). They can be heard listening to each other, and doing something in their world that is 

stimulating and musical. They sustain musical invention for the whole album, and present 

moments of interest to the human listener. No parameters were changed during recording, 

and no editing other than mastering was introduced to the recorded material. The duration of 

each track was determined by a random process at the start of each recording. 

 

Developmental work 
The affect module and the rules-based system together with a non-hierarchical design 

in the substrate AI have so far proven effective in creating a robot duet that make music. They 

were designed in such a way that their perception of embodied interaction was a priority, and 

the stuff of sound was bolted on as a front-end interpreter with no symbolic or intelligent 

processes. The next stage of development will be to use ML in the production of sound.  

 

Code release 
The code for this project is released with a MIT licence on GitHub at 

https://github.com/craigvear/Seven_Pleasures_of_Pris  
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